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“Moments are the elements of profit.”
— Karl Marx, Capital Vol. 1
If a pen mark stays gold.
If a word is a food-stamp, then good.
Value treadmill early in herd.
Hoard out of money which miracles.
No single out any circulation.
Worldview has turned.
Just because we screw doesn’t mean.
Just because we assume swoosh pants.
Tradition and the tattooed cerebellum.
Sweat and swoon of commodity fetishism.
Totemic icon of commodity, and test drive.
Art is a dirty word.
Beats a heart of pure.
In the sun on the beach.
Loving the V-8’s hum.
Bud of calm, blossom of hysteria.
Why gold confronts the linen as money.
Shifts sperm whale body to ancient gold.
Turns the neutral “truck” into “bird.”
A mastercard look-alike.
Fun like a smutifier.
Puppies tell kids truth.
In an enigma of automatic everything.
Find out you belong fabricating.
Swipes the infrared wink wink.
Sexual commodity, not textual.
See the youngster in the cockpit.
Tom and Huck rich from a gold discovery.
Textbook-perfect and wonderful.
A custom-built, super-magnum vend-o-mat.
A new magic system.
Even a belt to hold up pants.
Get clauses instead of chiro laws.
What's so wrong with upstanding?
To a sharp point: Hilary Duff; the internet.
Onward upward mobility.
Art is a hardwood tree.
Harry Potter and the Abuse of Underage Wizardry.
Fields pine for Gap Jeans, low rise preferably.
Heart is hot lava, disco dancing, Barbie.
Just consider the word of television.
Up my skirt promotes circulation.
Poems like platform shoes.
“Yuck Factor”: an obstacle.
A pen and pencil set (Est. Value: 65 cents).
A pill to deal with debts.
A final word for schoolwork.
A spot among Freud’s ‘Hot Sexual Obscenity’.
More colour, and some sociopaths.
Intelligent at one time and gasp.
Really, what do we need?
Crowbar bash in credit card.
Puncture debit card spinout.
Public airwaves only sand and ocean.
Purposely decontextualized and rendered into free floating.

But if you wanna act industrious.
Nevertheless reject automatic.
Chiropractic all you want.
Fucking wack is static.
The kitten’s face screws up.
Plot floor-mounts political correctness.
Eats up the sexual fetishization, mmm.
Escape from the forest map tattooed in brain.
To in seatro technology.
Automatic lemmingization.
Keep salmon from being raped.
Airport wand rape: wand touched my labia.
Salmon pitches glacial beer.
A violence continually reorganized and sold.
Bold in eye-catching brand.
Cows end up in the cutting room.
Picture taking face assumes cartoon role.
Nevertheless seems Milton Friedman.
Gets up on stage and.
Puppies are a crucial alphabet.
Art gives bunnies bad breath.
Vomit and scabs and gunshot wounds.
Meaty face redneck Popeye.
Black eyes and a rich plot.
A satellite-dish ejaculatorium.
Like a seasoned soldier acts all bored.
Morphs into a hired mouthpiece.
Phrase the world explodes.
Moralism as a bicep anchor.
Corporate spectacle staffing plan.
On a poetics of knee-deep shit.
Shift-work as leisure behaviour.
Pats the child into civil rule.
Some fine hand-crafted nerve pain.
Nursing a goal-oriented stain.
Relationship between catalogue and college.
Commercial design makes hot sex even graphic.
Between census and collage.
To the postmodernist petting zoo.
Loose in a classroom of school-kids.
Ronald Reagan as the Tooth Fairy.
Art as disposable art.
Move over public appeal earaches.
Increases power of overland truck convoys.
X-Rays, rainbows, and DVDs.
Capital a poem, sell for profit.
Capital mitoses under heat lamp or sparkle glitter lamp.
Fisher-Price heart-print thigh high.
Playskool weight belt and inflatable rabid dog.
This Miata turned me racist!
An innocent needlepoint picture.
Suture to antique symbol.
Smooth dagger-size tusk juncture.
Wonderful cerebro-spinal analgesic.
Tribalism intense in the shower.
Yields drop to revenge.

Much more alarmist panic message.
Biggest kaboom for the buck.
Dear Cliffside Buddhas, all I got was this stupid T-shirt.
Like when Kramer sold Jerry's car for magic beans.
Citizenship activity has strong uncoolness.
How a rind is a terrible thing to taste.
Depression mounts with the cows.
Wring every last bit of sugar from.
Clone hippos to grow as flowers in pots.
Communique a blank wall.
Wade through textual obstacle.
Grover eats the bullet raw.
Margin in whatever you bought there.
One hundred hairy bugs in the blanket.
Slugs ruby port after hem haw.
Thick with clicks and rattle.
Poor Willy Loman eats steak.
Large or crooked roots.
From a fake newspaper.
Why Nader won't do snorkel scenes.
Many ifs in a possible writing.
Agent conventions, car chases, final crescendo.
Lyme disease only after public need.
Spirochete in a dashing beret.
Ocean beach sex fucking sand.
Paragraph that pulls a monster truck.
Art is dark, gypsy at heart, only calories.
A five-day discount for Daytona Beach.
Crude repression makes underground blow-out.
Dunes long but still friendly.
Front of the sentence is the world thong capital.
Nomad has eighteen holes.
During super-fast songs because bobble-torso.
Down the spine and to the organ.
Art is super-sized.
Poof, or a lower backache.
Two pages into the epidemic.
To the Queen's credit, skin-rash.
Made homogeneous and global village.
White on the face and white.
Facecream or other barbed wire.
Chinese superstar or Indian maiden.
Trudeau or Mulroney: choose.
Only a question of a messy public.
Figures urban and arterial.
Pause with oxford comma.
A missed opportunity or coma.
A symbolic button catalogue.
A financial exercise in this propeller.
A capital hungry to compete.
Women's one-hundred meter potato chip.
Stalin and his crystal meth.
U.S. Military makes indestructible sandwich.
Great lineup for this year's civil-rights activism.
Visitors can leave their potlatch in the upstairs bedroom.

Frivolously cut jackets with hole-able bolshevism.
In the early 90's, corporations saturate Mom.
Ideo-glasses and other toxic fumes.
Zoloft your Bobby Sherman.
Blob despair escalator humping.
Rotten apple inflatable chair tender-heart vanity.
Galactaphonic hot under the candy floss machine.
Tea burns the roof of your house.
Ugly graphemes reject numerous rejections.
Wack images onto thrift store refuse.
Phonemes soldered in a white gold setting.
A leftist politic as cool as a terminator romp.
A graduate awaiting squatting season.
Picked up some phrases like science fiction.
Deaf and somehow a long conversation.
Sound ends up in the cutting room.
Shipping beach trivia to newsroom diversity.
Like words know how to use orphanages.
Adolescent development, esp. CCTV.
Today's anti-smoking ads trump yesterday's smoking ads.
Flow of global youth commodity.
Icon of new sub-cultural expression.
In words, structure of cars, ketchup, soap, shampoo.
Apple-mustard sliced aging parents.
Advertising hoarding floods bedrooms.
Rock opera and some serious mayonnaise.
Resistance to right-wing marmalade.
Confused and directionless and a hot tamale.
Glowing in the disco light.
Fly risk-neutral or averse.
A final exercise in this novel routine.
Other advice on which games to play.
Industry filled with rocky-road ice cream.
Art filled with same.
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